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*In 70 years, Hindus did not understand that a family wants to make the country a

Muslim nation.*

*The country was cut into two pieces*,

but no sound came from anywhere.

Kashmir sliced and overtaken

Kashmiri pandits massacred.

No voice

No parliamentary attack

*Wounds* like Reservation,

Emergency,

Tashkent,

Shimla,

Sindhu were given,

but no one cared

*Scams*

2G spectrum,

coal,

CWG,

Augusta Westland, Bofors like blur

but

*no body made any noise*

*Veto power was given to china,*

no train were stopped.

Brave heart like Lal Bahadur Shastri was lost,* 

no candle was lit and nobody demanded a CBI inquiry 
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*Leaders like Madhavrao, Rajesh Pilot were killed*, 

made no difference 

 

*But as soon as the beef was stopped,* 

the catastrophe ensued

As soon as the national anthem was made compulsory,* unhappiness followed

*When asked to say Vande Mataram or Bharat Mata ki Jai,* their tongues got stitched

*Demonetisation and GST*

made them dance in anger

*Best efforts were made to make Aadhar into niradhar*

*No one felt pain of Pandits of Kashmir* who became refugees in their own country

*Rohingyas*

are causing pain for Muslims.

*Think …… What Congress has made Hindus??

A total of 50 thousand temples closed or demolished in Kashmir

due to terrorism will be opened or built

Union Minister Kishan Reddy

good news

But 50 thousand

Hearing this figure

my mind became numb

Stones on the a church or on a mosque

the media will cries foul for weeks

*But not one or two, 50 thousand temples were closed*

Didn't any Hindu know about it?

First forcibly drive away Hindus from the valley

then eradicate every sign of Hinduism,

Think how big a conspiracy it was

To destroy the entire religion from the root of the whole valley?

*If Modi government had not come, hardly anyone would have known this!*

*Why did leftist journalists, Muslim intellectuals and Congress and its spies never put this issue before the country?*

*This is the achievement of the Congress*

and



*the cleverness of leftist journalists and Muslim intellectuals* that

the common Hindu remained ignorant of this history.

*Think hard about it & share this message to all your contacts - an appeal to Nationalists*
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